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PARALEGAL CAREERS - TOP 10 PARALEGAL JOBS IN 2010
Make sure that cases are prepared
Prepare various arguments
Carry out research on different cases
Provide help along with the legal consultancies
One of the worlds largest off stream employers is actually the paralegal jobs. Now this stream is extremely successful and various “self proclaimed” experts
have even managed to open their very own offices and to top it off, they are doing extremely well too! This is mainly because lawyers these days have a lot of
cases than they used to before. Now here we tell you about the top 10 paralegal jobs of 2010.
Corporate jobs – since globalization is making its way to every nation the scope which is present for business has actually increased and it also leads to a wide
variety of legal complications. If you plan on getting a corporate paralegal job you might get a salary of $70,000 per annum.
Jobs for legal assistant – the people who are experts in paralegal jobs basically have the job of helping a lawyer out with their work as well as to give opinions
about issues. The paralegal assistant who is a non degree holder often has a lot of edge over our usual conventional lawyers since they think in a very different
frame of mine.
Debt recovery jobs – since a lot of companies are declaring bankruptcy debt recovery is a very hot job which can pay you around $50,000 to $70,000 p.a
Engineering paralegal jobs – even the engineering sector has paralegal jobs!
Paralegal jobs at the entry level – when you just start out as a paralegal consultant the use of a good internship is always necessary. Plus you will find that the
good paralegal consultancies have a good pay check.
Real estate paralegal jobs or commercial property jobs – since the infrastructure development is a continuous process, so is the job of those real estate
paralegal experts along with attorneys.
Personal injury jobs – these days celebrities are hot on the trail of suing the different media houses and so on hence the personal injury lawyer has managed to
become a profitable job. So all paralegal experts in this field have their hands full
Social law paralegal jobs – this is a very relevant job in the context of law.
Industrial jobs – these lawyers prevent the workers from being exploited.
Paralegal job attorney – if you are a paralegal and you have a bit of an additional qualification then you will find that you can turn into an attorney.

 


